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Science is a swarm.

To the layperson, the stereotypical scientist is logical, clear-thinking, wellinformed but perhaps socially awkward, carefully planning his or her experiments and then analyzing the resulting data deliberately, with precision. The scientist works alone, emotion-free, searching only for truth, having been well advised about the pitfalls and temptations that lie along the path to discovery and the expansion of human knowledge.

Those who work in science understand how inaccurate this stereotype is. In reality, researchers’ daily routines follow a process better described as collective trial-and-error, nearly random at times. A most salient feature of scientific behavior is its collaborative nature. From applying for grants to seeking tenure, from literature reviews to peer review to conference presentations, every bit of the scientific enterprise is social, every step of the process is designed to make scientists aware of one another’s work, to force researchers to compare, to communicate, to study the work that others are doing, in order to push the paradigm forward - not as independent, isolated seekers-of-truth, but more like a swarm.

If we plotted a group of scientists as points on a space of dimensions of theories and methods, and ran the plot so we could see changes over time, we would see individuals colliding and crossing, escaping the group’s gravity field and returning, disintegrating but simultaneously cohering in some mysterious way and moving as a deliberate, purposeful bunch, across the space - constantly pushing toward a direction that improves the state of knowledge, sometimes stepping in the wrong direction, but relentlessly insisting toward an epistemological optimum.

The book you hold in your hand is a snapshot of the swarm that is the swarm paradigm, a flash photograph of work by researchers from all over the world, captured in mid-buzz as they search, using collective trial and error, for ways to take advantage of processes that are observed in nature and instantiated in computer programs.
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ULSI TechnologyMcGraw-Hill, 1996

	ULSI Technology describes the theoretical and practical aspects of the most advanced state of electronics technology-ultralarge-scale integration (ULSI), where an integrated circuit (IC) chip contains over 10 million semiconductor devices. With ULSI technology, the cost of electronics products will decrease while the system functionality and...
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Unconventional Computation: 10th International Conference, UC 2011, Turku, Finland, June 6-10Springer, 2011

	The 10th International Conference on Unconventional Computation, UC 2011,
	was organized under the auspices of EATCS and Academia Europaea, by the
	Department of Mathematics of the University of Turku (Turku, Finland), and the
	Center for Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science (Auckland,
	New Zealand). The event was held in...
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Flash.NET - Dynamic Content for Designers with Flash Remoting MX and ASP.NETFriends of Ed, 2003

	The absolute cutting edge for application development at the moment is using Macromedia's Flash MX (the premier software for designing fantastic looking interfaces) with Microsoft's .NET framework (tremendously powerful server-side technology).


	Combining these technologies has been greatly aided by the release of...
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The Stone Frigate: The Royal Military College's First Female Cadet Speaks OutDundurn Press, 2019

	Winner of the 2020 Ontario Historical Society Alison Prentice Award • Finalist for the 2020 Kobo Emerging Writer Prize in Nonfiction

	

	A memoir from the first female cadet admitted to the Royal Military College of Canada.

	

	Kate Armstrong was an ordinary young woman eager to leave an abusive...
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Safety-Critical Systems: Problems, Process and Practice: Proceedings of the Seventeenth Safety-Critical Systems Symposium Brighton, UK, 3 - 5 February 2009Springer, 2009


	The Safety-critical Systems Symposium (SSS), held each February for seventeen

	consecutive years, offers a full-day tutorial followed by two days of presentations

	of papers. This book of Proceedings contains all the papers presented at SSS’09.





	The first paper accompanies the tutorial, which addresses one of the...
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HSPA Performance and Evolution: A practical perspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Written from an operator’s viewpoint,  HSPA Performance and Evolution  explores the lessons learned and techniques developed for optimally deploying HSPA (High Speed Packet Access). The essential distinctions between rolling out HSPA compared to earlier UMTS and GSM technologies are explained covering the many issues...
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